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About This Content

The season pass includes the following DLC:

 Narcissu: A Little Iris - A side story set in medieval Europe, exploring what it means to desire to live, or die.

 Narcissu: Zero - The origin story of the 7th floor hospice and its rules.

 Narcissu: Sumire - An entirely new chapter in the series, it tells the tale of two girls who cross paths: one dying and the
other desiring death, both filled with profound regrets about their respective lives.

 Narcissu Anthology Soundtrack - the 2-disc Soundtrack for the entire series, in fully lossless FLAC format
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Very cool puzzle game. It's also hard and challenging. Very easy to control with the xbox360 controller. I was really surprised in
a positive way with this game. It's really entertaining. If you like puzzles, you will surely enjoy this one. Bought it with a 15%
discount. Believe it to be worth full price. Very happy with my purchase. Highly recommend. 10\/10. i couldnt get into it
kind of a boring mmo in my opinion, i would say just skip this one even if you are a big digimon fan
. An odd game. You basically look around the bathroom for stuff and try to interact with everything before pooping.

Graphics are occasionally fuzzy, and occasionally violent.

It looks like they'll be adding far more endings soon. This game is definitely different.

Some of the hat options can't be selected, and others are question marks. I don't know if those are still being developed or if I
didn't unlock them.

I kinda liked the game, and I'm glad I tried something new and odd, but didn't expect it to be quite so creepy.

I didn't see any philosophy, or any of the poopy man's thoughts, and if my actions influenced whether he was happy or not, I
couldn't tell. Maybe that's coming later?

I also tried to clean the bathroom twice and didn't get the achievement. Maybe I missed something.

It also showed up as having an invalid digital signature, but Norton said it was low risk.. With all due respect, VIDEOKID puts
PAPERBOY(one of my all time favs) to shame. This is seriously awesome.
Your left thumb will want to quit, but your right middle finger will hit ENTER out of defiance for "just one more round" of this
challenging\/addicting arcade game packed full of pop culture good times. The joke's on you if you don't have this in your
library. \u2580\u25ac\u2580

-10\/10 - Zashish. Its a great game! Its kinda like dungeon keeper. Or rimworld, etc. And they just put out a awesome update..
Cartoon PubG at 60 FPS.
Yes RPGs
Yes you can run people over

No in-game settings ( it could use AA?)

Keep it windowed looks bad full screen

Reloading takes a tad but it seems to work well with a slower pace of game

The in-game main menu is dope

No player base at the moment-- but its easy enough to Q up and put it in the background --- people need to understand this and
be patient--at the moment it only starts at 6 or more players.. ned to be fixs
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This game sucks It would not work with my logitech 3d extrem joy stick or my usb game pad. he only way I could get it to play
was using the keyboard and then it would not let me change the key settings.. Rock Zombie has a lot of potential to be a fun
hack and slash game. It features a female band that are like a cross between the Runaways and some band from an anime
cartoon, it has a lot of cool hard rock\/heavy metal reference and music (all made by the game developers, there isn't any
licensed music in the game), and it has a very cool 80's like horror vibe to it. However, it has a few flaws that hurt the game.
The controls on the 360 gamepad aren't very responsive at times, the saves are stored in the registry rather in a directory on the
hard drive so if you're like me and use CCLeaner quite a bit to clean out trash, you'll lose the progress you've made in the game,
and the achievements don't unlock on Steam until after you exit the game so some may think you're using SAM since you could
have 8 achievements that are unlocked and all at the same exact time. I was hoping that the devs would release a patch that
would allow saves to be synced on the cloud, that way when CCleaner is run the saves would merely be restored when syncing
up with the Steam cloud, and I was hoping they'd make the achievements unlock on Steam as they are unlocked in the game but
no such luck.

However, if those issues aren't issues in your eyes and you dig campy 80's horror, zombies, and hard rock\/metal themes, you
may want to check out the game.. UPDATED REVIEW.

With joysticks now supported I can give this a thumbs up.
Its a fun little flight game. Not really a simulator. Plane Physics are no the best bur doing the missions are fun. The ground
textures could use some work though. Id rather have a basic flat texture than pixelated satillite views.

ORIGINAL REVIEW
Why no joystick Support?!?! I really wanted to like this simplistic Flight Simulator. I play super sims like DCS FSX and ROF
this game would have been awesome to play on my laptop but i cant use my joystick! I know its a mobile port but come on! I
wish i liked playing sims on mobile but i really dont.. its no fun without a joystick.. PLEASE fix this! This would be a great
little sim.. Russian game.. Kinda cheecky, kinda weird, kinda short
More of an exploration puzzle game than an adventure game
Pick it up if it's on sale and indie things interest you
10/10 would becosmic friends forever. Superbrothers seems to be a game for a certain audience.

From where I'm standing, it's got interestng visuals and decent music, but the narrative feels like a collection of tweets stuck
together by gum and shoestring. Game is very pretentious and goes "oooh, so mysterious, we're not explaining anything, it's so
confusing to you!" at every opportunity.

Ontop of that, the controls and UI are garbage. The controls seem to be designed for a touchscreen, and while that isn't too bad
on it's own, they also use a lot of gestures that would not be comfortable with touch (and are annoying with M+KB) - you have
to doubleclick to interact/walk up to, press and hold to guide the character, click and drag to move screen around and rightclick
to open combat screen. WASD/arrows ARE used in the game, but only to move around the viewport.

UI does not help it at all, being full of slow, drawn out animations for everything, as well as being stylized to point of being
unhelpful.

This game is not a good point&click adventure, it does not have a captivating story and it likes to talk down to you.

I can not recommend it.. so much fun! :) got it with coupon discount a while ago, happy with the result. this little game can
make you smile when you're sad or irritated. Good for short gaming time as a break from work, levels are short and redoing
something does not take time.

I play it on Linux (Debian 9) - works great, no issues found.

9\/10 (-1 point for resolution or UI - it looks like android port with very big elements - not game breaking but still a flaw IMO -
they have to adjust game look and feel for modern screen resolution better)

highly recommended!. This is a lovely, lyrical, well-written game. The writing is light and elegant, and the choices are
interesting and often witty, and many choices feel like they have real weight.
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There are quite a few characters, most of them briefly sketched; the ones you get to know well, however, are lots of fun. It was,
I have to admit, a little difficult for me to keep track of the numerous lands, factions, and agents. I was confused a lot. That's ok:
I suppose the character I played was confused too!

I particularly enjoyed designing my musical Genius, selecting outlandish outfits, and engaging in musical combat.

All in all, a very good addition to the Choice Of Games line.

. Game is extemely easy, pretty much boring after the first five minutes. There was absolutely no challenge in dodging or screen
clearing. If you like score attack and the only thing you care about is getting the high multipliers/leaderboards, go ahead and get
the game; otherwise, I'd skip it.
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